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Does Flow Shear Matter?
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ach iev ed with ou t ig niting tu rbu lence. Fig u re 1 (c) sh ows
th at th is ru le applies for all considered v alu es of flow sh ear
[3 5 ]. Th is is to be expected, becau se lower q=! means
weak er PVG relativ e toth e perpendicu lar sh ear, allowing
h ig h er v alu es of th e perpendicu lar flow sh ear tosu ppress
th e ITG before th e PVG driv e tak es ov er.
Last, Fig . 1 (d) sh ows th e th resh old in"E abov e wh ich
th e PVG candriv e tu rbu lence alone, with ou t th e h elpof th e
ITG; inoth er words, ev enconfig u rations with a flat temperatu re profile wou ld be u nstable. At v ery h ig h q=!,
already a v ery small flow sh ear will driv e tu rbu lence; as
q=! decreases, h ig h er and h ig h er v alu es of "E are requ ired
for th e PVG tu rbu lence tobe su stained. It cannot be conclu siv elydetermined from th is g raph wh eth er, as su g g ested
by linear th eory [1 0 ], th ere is a finite critical v alu e of
q=! below wh ich PVG tu rbu lence cannot be su stained,
i.e., a nonzero v alu e of q=! corresponding to "Ec ! 1.
042003
Howev er, for q=! & 7, th e critical "E is far abov e wh at
mig h t be expected inanexperiment [3 7 ], and soth e "E !
1.5
2.0
1 limit is somewh at academic. A definite conclu sionwe
maydraw is th at at experimentallyrelev ant v alu es of sh ear,
pu re PVG-driv en tu rbu lence cannot be su stained for
q=! & 7.
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Correlation or causation?

Figure 1. The dependence of R/LTi (colour) on q/ε and

γ̄E = π rUφ′ /vth i , showing (a) the individual data points and
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rectangular bins.
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that flow shear changes the threshold
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But do we know this happens in real tokamaks?
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Does Turbulence Know?

MFJ

Real BES snapshots from MAST:

2. Snapshots of the raw (but 2D-spline-interpolated) BES ﬂuctuating-intensity signal dIi áIiñ from shot #28155 at: (a)

Which of these has flow shear?

1409345 s, (b) t = 0.1410565 s, (c) t = 0.3696070 s, (d) t = 0.3692290 s. Times (a) and (b) occur during the BLM time p
cant ﬂow shear) and times (c) and (d) occur during the DLM time period (no ﬂow shear). The correlation functions of these tw
en in ﬁgure 3, which include these snapshots in the temporal average.
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Turbulence Knows, But Does it Care?

3. Spatial two-point correlation function (13) of the ﬂuctuating density ﬁeld for (a) the case before the locked mode (BLM, wit

nd (b) the case during the locked mode (DLM, no ﬂow shear), both described in section 2.2. Table 2 shows the parameters o
ion functions calculated by ﬁtting (12) to the spatial correlation function (11), correcting for PSF effects, and transforming into
dinates perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld. These correlation functions should be comparaed to the correlation functions of
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cally simulated turbulence in ﬁgure 8.
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MAST GK Simulations: Shear is a Stability Parameter

Experiment is close to threshold,
flux changes very rapidly with
equilibrium gradients,
one must simulate a wide range
F. van Wyk et al. 2016, JPP 82, 905820609

Experimental value of heat flux
Experimental-uncertainty range for gradients
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Subcritical Turbulence: Threshold is Nonlinear
All cases with flow shear
are formally linearly stable.
Finite initial perturbation
needed for a non-zero
nonlinear state to be achieved.
Turbulence is subcritical.
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Subcritical Turbulence: Threshold is Nonlinear
All cases with flow shear
are formally linearly stable.
Finite initial perturbation
needed for a non-zero
nonlinear state to be achieved.
Turbulence is subcritical.

In the linear approximation,
perturbations grow transiently.
They eventually decay because
flow shear pushes to large values:
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Away From Threshold: Vanilla ITG
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Near Threshold: Exotic Beasts Roam
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Structures Live Forever
This is from a simulation
that had only one structure:

(a)
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Transition by Structure Multiplication

structures
multiply
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Transition by Structure Multiplication
amplitude
stays
the same

structures
multiply
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Transition by Structure Multiplication
amplitude
stays
the same
Amplitude cannot decrease
arbitrarily in a subcritical state,
so turbulence makes flux small
by not filling the volume
structures
multiply
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Away From Threshold: Zonal Flows Take Over

In the structure-dominated state,
equilibrium shear dominates
over zonal shear;
in the more conventional state
away from threshold,
zonal flows provide
dominant shear.
Experiment is in between.
F. Van Wyk et al. 2017, PPCF 59, 114003

(signiﬁcant ﬂow shear) and times (c) and (d) occur during the DLM time period (no ﬂow shear). The correlation functions of these two
are given in ﬁgure 3, which include these snapshots in the temporal average.

Smoking Gun: Symmetry Breaking
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Figure 3. Spatial two-point correlation function (13) of the ﬂuctuating density ﬁeld for (a) the case before the locked mode (BLM, with
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Smoking Gun: Symmetry Breaking
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The reflectional/up-down symmetry breaking
also allows the fluctuation field’s one-point distribution function
to become skewed.
Simulations show that it indeed does so close to threshold.
This is not hard to measure experimentally!
Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 59 (2017) 034002
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Figure 5. Distribution of the ﬂuctuating intensity ﬁeld for (a) the case before the locked mode (BLM, with ﬂow shear) and (b) the case during

the locked mode (DLM, no ﬂow shear), both described in section 2.2. For each detector channel, dIi is normalised by its own root mean
square (standard deviation) value (15). The black-dashed line in each case gives the unit normal distribution. The distribution function and its
skewness for the DLM case (b) were calculated from 2 (rather than 5, as in all other cases) sets of 4 poloidal BES channels, located at
R = 1.33 m and R = 1.35 m, where the toroidal rotation proﬁle is completely ﬂat, as seen in ﬁgure 1(d).

GS2:
(not the
same
shot)

This has normalised ﬂow shear (9) that is ~40% smaller than
that in the BLM case (with its other equilibrium parameters
not differing in any particularly remarkable way from the
BLM ones).
The correlation function for the IFS case is shown in
ﬁgure 4. Its tilt is in between that of the BLM and DLM cases
and its tlife is shorter than for the stronger-sheared BLM case
(see table 2). Clearly, two points a parameter scan do not
make, but this is the best one can do with current data. The
salient message is that the transition from stronger ﬂow shear
(BLM) to no ﬂow shear (DLM) is gradual in parameter space,
with the tilt angle passing through a range of values—and a
more comprehensive parameter study ought to be on
experimentalists’ agenda. The most interesting outcome from

The normalisation to dIistd is required in order to account for a
degree of variation of this quantity across the BES subarray used
for our analysis. The total standard deviation (total rms ﬂuctuation amplitude) over all N=20 channels in the subarray is
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This quantity is proportional to the total rms ﬂuctuating density
ﬁeld dn n , whose value can be reconstructed from it by correcting for PSF effects (see section 7.1 of [28]) and is given in
table 2. The distribution of the normalised ﬂuctuating intensities
dIi dIistd can be affected by several different known experimental effects, including MHD activity, radiation spikes, and

Restoration of Symmetry
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Far from the threshold, symmetry is restored (shear no longer matters).
Tilt is more robust than skewness, presumably because it is a passive feature.
M. F. J. Fox et al. 2017, PPCF 59, 034002

Restoration of Symmetry
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Meanwhile, at Electron Scales…
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Familiar ETG “streamery” state…

imensionalised electrostatic potential ef Tr (where r = re a ) at the outboard midplane, for n = 0.2 nnom (here nnom is the
*
*
experimental value of collisionality), a L T = 3.3: (a) quasi-saturated state at t = 1200.3 a vte , (b) saturated state at
e , for large-box simulations. See appendices B and C for the meaning of symbols.

Standard numerical set up (with GS2):
erturbations is a matter of considering as simple weak collisional damping, dominated by electron–ion collielectrostatic GK,
ossible for a plasma where beta is low and sions. Scans in collisionality reveal that the saturated heat ﬂux
Boltzmann
urbations are relatively
small.ions,
The neglect of the increases with increasing collisionality, in rough proportioncollisions
on, on the grounds ality: Q QgB µ n*.
-scale turbulence
is justiﬁable
MAST plasmas,
ion turbulence islocal
considerably
MAST-relevant
equilibrium A brief outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In

radial shear in the background ﬂow, and ion
ose to the neoclassical level [6–9]. This is forG. J.both
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al. electron-gyroradius
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section 2, we describe the equations that are solved and the
simulation set-up. In section 3, we present our main results,
including the long-time evolution of the turbulence, the
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This looks a lot
like ITG
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Figure 7. Variation of (a) the time-averaged electron heat ﬂux Q QgB, (b) the rms zonal velocity kZ f Z , adding to the poin

(now circles) further points (red crosses) obtained by varying only the electron–ion collisionality nei , but keeping the elec
collisionality at the nominal value, nee = nnom , all at the nominal temperature gradient a L T = 3.42 . The dot-dashed line
experimental scaling (1) and the dotted line shows the theoretical linear scaling, Q QgB µ n*, equation (31).
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Conclusions
Ø Electrostatic GK with kinetic electrons adequately describes ion-scale
turbulence in the presence of flow shear in MAST.
Ø This turbulence is subcritical.
Ø The transition to turbulence occurs via an intermediate state dominated by
long-lived coherent structures, which become more numerous away from
threshold until eventually overlapping, breaking up and turning into vanilla ITG
turbulence.
Ø Experiment appears to sit at the boundary of these regimes.
Ø Tilted correlation functions and skewed density distributions are distinctive
properties of the near-threshold regime. Symmetry is restored away from the
threshold.
Ø ETG turbulence near threshold has a long-time saturated regime dominated by
zonal flows, rather than settling in the usual “streamery” state.
Ø Heat flux in this regime scales linearly with collisionality, consistent with
experimental scaling reported for MAST; the origin of this scaling is the slow
decay rate of the zonal flows set by collisional viscosity.
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